
 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of verb to make second-conditional

sentences. Check the correct option.

 

I                 travel around the world If I won a lot of money. 

a)  would        b)  will 

The second conditional is used to imagine an unlikely present or future

situation. To form a second conditional, we use the past simple in the

“if” clause and “would/could” and in!nitive in the other clause.

Example:

Second Conditionals

would

a)  are eating                    b)  ate

If you1) well, you wouldn’t feel tired. 

a)  could "y                       b)  can "y

If I were a bird, I2) high in the sky. 

a)  will have                      b)  had

3) If I free time, I would refresh my knowledge of French.

If I the answer to this question, I would tell you. 

a)  know                             b)  knew

4)

a)  would give                  b)  will give

I5) people access to better healthcare if I were president.

a)  won’t wait                   b)  wouldn’t wait

If I were you, I6) for people to tell me what to do. 
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 Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of verb to make second-conditional

sentences. Check the correct option.

Answer Key

 

I                 travel around the world If I won a lot of money. 

a)  would        b)  will 

The second conditional is used to imagine an unlikely present or future

situation. To form a second conditional, we use the past simple in the

“if” clause and “would/could” and in!nitive in the other clause.

Example:

Second Conditionals

would

a)  are eating                    b)  ate

If you1) well, you wouldn’t feel tired. ate

a)  could "y                       b)  can "y

If I were a bird, I2) high in the sky. could !y

a)  will have                      b)  had

3) If I free time, I would refresh my knowledge of French.had

If I the answer to this question, I would tell you. knew

a)  know                             b)  knew

4)

a)  would give                  b)  will give

I5) people access to better healthcare if I were president.would give

a)  won’t wait                   b)  wouldn’t wait

If I were you, I6) for people to tell me what to do. wouldn’t wait
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